Enterprise Open Source Solutions for Public Cloud

Accelerate Innovation
Enhance Efficiency
Create Digital Transformation
Open Source Hybrid IT
Helping You Reach the New Velocity of Digital Business.

SUSE is a pioneer and leader in open source software, providing enterprise Linux and solutions that are secure, supported, and available on-demand. We harness decades of engineering excellence, a global ecosystem of technology partners, and continuous delivery of community innovation to create solutions that help you adapt and win.

Accelerate Innovation

Deliver continuous innovation without sacrificing security. Choose from a suite of open source solutions that delivers timely access to new and exciting technologies (e.g. containers, JeOS, OpenStack, Ceph) that are validated, tested, and enterprise-ready.

SUSE solutions are built with industry-leading, public cloud platforms in scope so that you can integrate with services that help you automate and scale allowing you to take ideas from prototype to production faster, and achieve a new level of competitive agility.

Enhance Efficiency

Optimize how you consume IT, deliver IT, and pay for IT. Offloading infrastructure planning and overhead enables transformative benefits powered by utility economics and a service-centric subscription approach.

SUSE solutions are streamlined to make public cloud adoption comfortable for the enterprise. Combine the consumption model you’re looking for with the purchasing model your organization prefers whether buying direct from SUSE, through a partner, or on-demand and by-the-hour.
The OS Powering Digital Transformation

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server is the OS that 50% of Global Fortune 50 companies rely on.

We optimize it with modules, tools, and services for public cloud backed by an update infrastructure that ensures maximum levels of reliability, availability, and security. Additional flavors of our OS are custom tailored for customer needs as diverse as Retail Point-of-Sale, High-Performance Computing, and Enterprise Applications (i.e. SAP).

Open Source Solutions for the Hybrid Enterprise

SUSE Studio is a rapid development tool for deployable images with a single configuration process across virtual, physical, public and private cloud environments. Extend your existing applications to the cloud quickly and easily. KIWI is a command-line tool and imaging suite used to prepare, create, and deploy OS images. SUSE Manager 3 is a best-in-class infrastructure and systems management solution to ensure compliance, adhere to security policies, while optimizing operations with automation wherever possible.

Enable hybrid IT and modernization with open source solutions such as Ceph-based SUSE Enterprise Storage, on-premises scalability with SUSE OpenStack Cloud, connected devices with SUSE Embedded solutions that deliver powerful performance in small packages - down to the size of a Raspberry Pi - knowing you’re backed by the enterprise-class support we’re trusted for. At SUSE - we are where you’re going.
SUSE + Public Cloud Scalability

**Stable and Secure**
+ Trusted by 80% of the Fortune Global 50 for reliable services and support for mission-critical IT
+ Dedicated SUSE security team monitoring and maintaining the highest levels of security
+ Enterprise Linux with an update infrastructure built for public cloud
+ Thousands of certified applications you can be confident are ready for use

**World-class Support**
+ Decades of proven, trusted, product-lifecycle support
+ Expanded support offerings covering a variety of solutions, and even competitor distros to enable you with a single point of contact
+ Offload system management and maintenance to proven Linux Experts
+ Bring existing SUSE subscriptions to the public cloud or purchase on-demand

**Flexibility and Choice**
+ Take advantage of a variety of enterprise purchasing options
+ Support and collaboration with the leading cloud service providers to create joint offerings, and technology innovation,
+ Variety of purchasing options including the ability to leverage existing Microsoft Enterprise Agreements for Azure or Reserved Instances for Amazon Web Services

Contact us today and speak to a Linux + Cloud expert about how SUSE solutions on today’s leading public cloud platforms can help you achieve a new velocity.

azure@suse.com | google@suse.com | aws@suse.com